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i used to play this game online. i had a lot of fun. i played a lot of the tournaments and got up to
number 2 in a lot of the divisions. they had the online leagues and i really enjoyed playing in those.
unfortunately, they took the entire thing offline. i had a ton of achievements and ive pretty much
given up on that because of the fact that i wont be able to get them. i dont know if theyre even

going to have online leagues again. reflex is an arcade-style basketball game with four players. it is a
simulation. the graphics are good, the controls are easy to understand and the game is fun, but it is
not an accurate simulation of the real nba. the best games in this genre are hot shots golf and nba
jam, and each of them are great games with much more variety and depth. reflex is a very pretty,
well designed basketball game that is fun to play. it has some neat features like a auto-locker (no

manual lock required), a slow-motion mode, a radar display and six different players to choose from
(four authentic nba players, two fictional characters and a dork). reflex xtr is the latest basketball
sim from xbla/psn. its got most of the standard features, but its not nearly as impressive as the

previous two games in the series. it has the arcade look, the easy controls, but it is a bit lacking in
the depth and amount of sports options. reflex xtr is a basketball sim with a few unique features that
don't add much to the gameplay. this isn't a bad game, but it doesn't have the polish, variety or fun

of nba jam. it's ok for a free release, but i would prefer a full priced sports game.
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this game has a limited amount
of courts. theres only nine big

arenas, and theyre all locked off
from one another. each court
has its own levels of difficulty,

and some courts are only
available to the daily or weekly

tournament players. every
arena also has multiple stages
to it. so, if you want to play the
daily or weekly tournaments,

you really only have three
choices. you can play the

daily/weekly tournaments for
your score and prizes, and you
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can also play the daily/weekly
tournaments for their prizes,
and finally, you can play the
daily/weekly tournaments for

your pleasure. if you choose the
last option, you can play for any

time between the two
daily/weekly tournaments for

prizes or for fun. if youre a
regular player, you probably
want to play the daily/weekly
tournaments for prizes, but if
you just want to play for fun,

theyres a whole lot of gameplay
to get in on. if theres any

games that isnt designed to
help you cheat, its reflex xtr.
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you can use the war speed!
mechanic to change the way

you play the game, and you can
use most of the other cheats
that are available in hot shots

golf. of course, you can cheat in
pretty much any game and
never get caught, but youre

cheating in reflex xtr so whats
the big deal? the graphics are

pretty basic, but theyre not bad.
the character models are pretty

blocky, the animations are a
little wonky, and theres no
music, but theyre not bad
either. the air and ground

artworks are a little weak, but
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that may just be a result of the
game lacking a soundtrack. of
course, i know that reflex xtr

doesnt have a soundtrack
because i actually own the

game and ive been playing it
the entire time that the article
is being written. ive used the
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